
This is a wonderful, original wartime log from a US prisoner of war camp in 
Garmisch Partenkirchen/Bavaria in 1947. Inside the book are handwritten, 
very rare dedications and signatures by well known German officials and high 
ranking SS officers. Konstantin Hierl, Theodor Tolsdorff , Sachsenheimer  and 
Pössinger to name a few. Many of them are still thinking that the Germans 
would win the final victory. 

There are 40 pages with handwritten entries, a handpainted frontice page, 
book is roughly 8x9 inches, in overall excellent condition. 

Page 1: imprint with the text" for remembrance of PW war imprisonment" 

Page 3: ink written dedication with signature by Richard Suchenwirth. He is 
listed on German Wikipedia. Richard Suchenwirth was a historian and founder 
of the Austrian NSDAP. He also founded the NS teacher League in Austria. In 
1934, he moved to Germany and became SA-Standartenführer of an Austrian 
Legion. His highest SA rank was SA-Brigadeführer. From 1936 to 1942, he 
was principal of the Munich Hans Schemm School and in 1945 he became 
Professor of the Munich University. After surrender, he was arrested by the 
USA and interned in POW camp in Garmisch for 3 years. After his release the 
American war department employed him for researching the history of air 
battles. He died in 1965. Unfortunately I can not decipher his entry. 

  

Page 5: handwritten dedication by Lieutenant General . He is listed on English 
Wikipedia. Tolsdorff was holder of the Knight´s Cross with Oak Leave, Swords 
AND Diamonds !!  He wrote following dedication in this book: 

If everything which was great had been ruined - but, your property and your 
dreams will remain ! I donate you from the deep of my heart this old Poem by 
a lansquenet and this Poem shall serve for you and be your maxim. For an 
eternal comradeship, your fellow prisoner Theodor Suchenwirth, Garmisch, 
14.4.47 

 Page 7: handwritten poem by Max Sachsenheimer who is also listed on 
English Wikipedia. Sachsenheimer was a Major General and recipient of 
several medals as well as the Knight´s Cross with Oak leaves and Swords. 
After the war he became a very Close friend to the Rudolf Hess Family. He 
wrote following lines: "Thoughts from the war school of life: What does not 
destroy me, makes me stronger" Poem by Nietzsche.  right direction and way, 



especially during imprisonment, your comrade Max Sachsenheimer, camp 
Garmisch in April 1947 

Page 9: handwritten dedication by Konstantin Hierl who was the head of the 
German Reich Labor Service as well as Reichsleiter. He was recipient of the 
highest German Reich medal, the golden Party badge. Hierl was sentenced to 
5 years Labor camp and he died in 1955. (English Wikipedia). He wrote 
following lines in this book: " God the fountain of fate ordered us to gain the 
victory, but we can not be destroyed by any power. For sure, the spread of 
christendom did more require than the persecution of christians..... 
unreadable... and the wrath is just...unreadable... and gives us power of 
victory. 

  

Page 11: handwritten Poem by Hans Schneider who was General labor leader 
of the German Reich . He wrote: The human wasn´t create just for itself, but at 
the same time for his fatherland and his fellow human beings. 

  

Page 13: dedication by Doctor Joseph Prause who was German Reich 
General Judge. He was The highest judge of the Wehrmacht martial court and 
sentenced 100´s of German soldiers to death, because of desertion, theft or 
raping alien women. He wrote inside the book: We Germans need to keep our 
brain and heart strong to successfully pass the hardest test of all times. Under 
these circumstances and under wise usage, we will implant the German 
attitude until the turn of the millenium. Camp Garmisch, 28. April 1947 

  

Page 15: handwritten Dictum by Heinz Reinefarth who was SS-Gruppenführer 
and Major General of the Waffen-SS ! He is listed with photo on German and 
English Wikipedia. One of the most rare signatures ever !!! He wrote following 
lines: Do never lose your attitude and never give up. bearing up and keeping 
civilized will bring us forward ! 

Page 17: handwritten dedication by a Person named Rudi. He wrote: Dear 
Horts ! before you will write your imprisonment experiences in this book, you 
will get some words by your comrade. I just want to express my comradeship 
to you. You always were my best comrade, Horst. With you I found a good 
friend and comrade and for this I will thank you so much. Be sure that our 



future comradeship will continue, even when we will live our lifes seperately. 
My Motto is: bear up...and enjoy life ! This Motto shall also be yours in your 
life. Thank you for your true comradeship and helpfulness ! Yours, Rudi, 
Garmisch 7. May 1947 

Page 19: handwritte note by a SS-Sturmbannführer named Wilhel Döring. He 
wrote: Do never Forget your roots ! Germany over all ! 

Page 20: handwritten note by Hans Windeck who was a German Lieutenant 
General and Wehrmacht Commander in Prague. He is listed on German 
Wikipedia. Windeck was recipient of many awards. He died in 1979. He wrote 
in the book: "to each hs own". This Quote was on the entrance of 
concentration camp Buchenwald. 

also on page 20: handwritten Salute by Michael Pössinger who was an 
Officver of the mountain troopers. He fought aganst Partisans and was 
participant of the  massacre in Kefalovriso, where 21 Greece civilians had 
been burned alive. According to Wikipedia, he was released from POW camp 
Garmisch in 1945. As you can see, this is not rue, because this offered war 
log is from 1946/1947. Pössinger wrote: With comradely Salute, yours Michael 
Pössinger 

Page 21: handwritten note by a SS man. He wrote: "Even if they hang us, 
Germany will eternally live on" 

Page 23: handwritten note by a SS-Rottenführer named Walter Johst. He 
wrote: "Mind !  the lies by the Americans are like a snowball, the more they roll 
him, the larger he will get". 

Page 24: ink signature by Theodor Arps who was a German Vice Admiral and 
Judge of the German Reich martial court. He is listed on German Wikipedia. 
He died in US POW camp in Garmisch on 28. pril 1947, so this probably might 
be his last signature. 

Page 25: following ink written note: "Comrades! You did fulfill your duties - 
Heil Fatherland !" 

Page 26: Very rare signature by Arthur Bahl who was a German General of 
the Police, Major General and Commander of the protection Police in Vienna. 
Listed on Wikipedia. He died in 1966. 



Page 27: handwritten note by a SS man: "to my comrades. You don´t have 
any guilt. Lies and Propaganda. The bigger the lie, the more People follow 
her. The Führer. I googled this Quote and it was indeed a former Quote by 
Hitler. 

Page 29: handwritten note by a SS-Hauptsturmführer of the SS Panzer 
Grenadier Regiment 96. I can not decipher his handwriting. I can read: "The 
punishment who spoils without...unreadable,,, is revenge ! 

Page 30: note by a SS-Rottenführer: "Even post millennial, the world will 
remember us! Long lives Germany ! sentenced to 5 years prison 

Page 31: note by a guard of concentration camp Dachau. He wrote: " bear up, 
you brave comrades! We all will be adopted in history, because we wrote 
history. May the struggle against Judaism continue. Gerhar Winkler, SS guard 
in concentration camp Dachau, sentenced by the Anglo American occupiers 
on 16.9. to 8 years prison !!! 

Page 32: note by a Waffen-SS man: "Unrivalled Army ! who occupies 
countries with death and destruction and who force the Russians to its knees. 
(Our former battle song while our fight against the Bolshevists). The afterworld 
will respect you as idol. The coming heros will honor you! In remebrance of a 
beautifil time with the Waffen-SS, donated to all my comrades.  

 Page 33: handwritten note by a SS man named Friedrich von Tengelmann. 
He was owner of the SS skull ring and sentenced to 12 years. he wrote: To 
my fellow prisoners of the proud Waffen-SS. Do always think about: They can 
not take away our proud. With your belief, you will withstand each torture. 
Remember our solidarity, because you all are still memebrs of the Waffen-SS 
and you will alwasy remain a member in your hearts! Heil Hitler, Germany will 
live eternally. Friedrich von Tengelmann, holder of the SS skull ring, 
sentenced to 12 years. 

Page 34: handwritten note: "Nothing what you have done for your fatherland 
was in vain " 

also on page 34: ink signature by Hans Hellmut Kirst. He is listed on German 
Wikipedia. Kirst was a German author and fought in WW II. His rank was a 
Senior Lieutenant. The later Bavarian Governor Franz Josef Strauss, 
denunciated Kirst and told the US Army that Kirst was a Nazi. Therefore Kirst 
had been imprisoned in camp Garmisch for nine months, but later released as 
innocent.  



Page 35: handwritten note: "a German soldier conquered the air sovereignty 
and German soldiers will Keep it. 

Page 36: ink written note by a SS man: " To my comrades of the proud 
Waffen-SS. One day, they will release us and then we will be those who will 
tell the true Story. My honor "is" loyalty. 

Page 37: three signatures by SS men. 1 signature by an Obersturm-or 
Obersturmbannführer, 2 signatures by  members of the Leibstandarte Adolf 
Hitler. Below are strange signs who looks like a secret code. 

Page 38: signature by a SS man of the Leibstandarte, 1 signature by a 
Scharführer who was with the concentration camp Dachau Command and 1 
signature by a personal Adjutant of concentration camp Dachau. 

Page 39: Two handwritten notes: "take our freedom, but you can not take our 
proude. Germany over all" Robert ...unreadable... sentenced to 8 years 
prison. 

second note: "sentenced to 10 years, SS-guard in concentration camp 
Dachau. Remember me, because ...unreadable... and my ideology will live 
eternally! 

Page 40: handwritten note: "God save Germany!" Hans Brenner, proud 
member of the Waffen-SS 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 
 



 

  

  

 

 

 


